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On Sale Now
	
	[image: Regular Casino Package]100-150 Guests

	Sale!
	
	From: $815.00 $692.75
Quick View
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	Sale!
	
	$1,078.00 $916.30
Quick View
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Rated 4.89 out of 5
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						Google Reviews        [image: Jack of all Spades - Stag & Doe Game Rentals]
Jack of all Spades - Stag & Doe Game Rentals
4.9
Based on 141 reviews
[image: powered by Google]
review us on


[image: F45 Training Grimsby]
F45 Training Grimsby11:53 04 Aug 23
We needed accommodations to seat about 65 people for a social in our space. Jack of All Spades provided quick...  professional service with a great price that made our planning easy and guests comfortable. Would highly recommend!read more


[image: Daniel McColgan]
Daniel McColgan13:45 16 May 23
Great games, very good quality. The jail cell was quite popular. The maker of the jail cell said not to put the...  bride&groom in the cell, but we charged double the price to do so. It worked out and helped us out in the long run.read more


[image: Sheila Webster]
Sheila Webster22:47 01 Mar 23
This game made our Stag and Doe a huge sucess.  Pick up and drop off was convenient- so close to the QEW.  Price was...  great too!  I would highly recommend Jack of all Spades.read more


[image: Sabrina C]
Sabrina C01:48 17 Nov 22
Hello,Very recently I booked with Jack of all Spades a deluxe roulette table for the retirement residence I work for....  The event went seamlessly and residents were very pleased with the gentleman who ran the roulette table, he took the time to chat with them and share his insights of the game. I would highly recommend booking with Jack of All Spades, the owner answered all my calls anytime and emails. The table and delivery service were great and correspondence was helpful. I will be booking with them in the future!read more


[image: Yana Peregudina]
Yana Peregudina03:25 18 Jul 22
This company has an amazing service! I am very impressed with the customer service, with the quality of the products,...  with the professionalism and friendly relationship of the dealers, and that everything went so smooth! We are so happy that we went with this company. The owner is super friendly and helpful. She was able to accommodate all our needs.  For future events, this is going to be the only company to go with. It has my highest recommendations.read more


[image: Sofia Sarabando]
Sofia Sarabando17:10 22 Jun 22
All the games we rented were a huge hit everyone was playing non stop we were truly lucky we had a-lot of games.We...  rented:jail and bailjack and the bean tossPlinkocrack the codepunch a bunchwe also made our own games for"the great canadian wack off" - hammered nails into wood in the least amount of hits - the winner won tools & bottles of booze"Hold my meat" - Guests held a huge piece of prosciutto with one hand whoever held it the longest won the meat, a wooden meat holder & a bottle of booze"hold my wood" we took a wooden stump and nailed it into a 2/4 & guests held that with two hands out without bending the elbow whoever held it the longest won some tools and bottles of alcoholJoker Poker - winners (we made 2) won a smart watch, electric toothbrush & a giftcard"guess the candy" We had 5 jars of candy & guests had to guess the amount of candy in each jar- the winner won the candy they guessed correctly.we also had 2 poker tables which were also a hit.The night went well thanks to our wide range of games.Carrie was very nice & kind.Also very flexible with pick up & drop off times.100% recommend her company to whoever wants awesome games at their events.Thanks again!Sofia & Markread more


[image: Matt Panday]
Matt Panday13:32 14 Jun 22
Carrie is easy to communicate with. Jack of All Spades has all the necessary games and items you need to run a...  successful stag and doe. This is your one stop shop to get everything you need.read more


[image: Michael Tolentino]
Michael Tolentino21:05 01 Jun 22
It was amazing working with Carrie and Jack of all Spades. All the games we rented from them were a hit at our stag and...  doe. Also rented the raffle containers and money aprons, and bought the raffle ticket sheets and liquor tickets, which were essential for our event. Will recommend their services to anyone looking for party games.read more


[image: Suzy Nunes]
Suzy Nunes20:34 16 May 22
Very pleased. Great service. We will definitely use them again! Thank you


[image: Sarah Burns]
Sarah Burns13:48 02 May 22
The wedding party hosted a doe and doe for my sister, and it wouldn't of been the same without jack of all spades...  products.  The games were super fun and raised so much money for them   I would recommend this company to anyone and would use them again.read more


[image: Paige Dugay]
Paige Dugay18:51 29 Apr 22
We rented here for our stag and doe. We rented two wheels, although we should have rented so much more!It was fast,...  easy and amazing prices. The owners were so nice, accommodating, and responded quickly with questions or concerns. The way it is set up is flawless.I would highly recommend this to anyone looking to make some money!read more


[image: Brand Blvd.]
Brand Blvd.14:27 26 Jan 22
We used the services of Jack of all Spades for our casino night holiday party.  The booking process was easy, Carrie...  was quick to respond,  very helpful and generally just a wonderful person to deal with.  Our event was a huge success and we highly recommend!read more


[image: Lindsay B]
Lindsay B20:48 30 Nov 21
Great service! Always quick to respond and helpful with any questions I had. Would definitely use them again.


[image: R. Tally Vanounou]
R. Tally Vanounou20:16 29 Nov 21
I turned to Carrie from Jack of all Spades for my Casino Royale games night at my house.  She was wonderful to deal...  with, attentive, quick, reliable.  The games were excellent quality, the dealers were great.  Overall it was a memorable soiree.  Thank you Carrie.read more


[image: Michelle]
Michelle14:48 29 Nov 21
Our team had a great night of poker. The table was top notch and Sam our dealer was the BEST! Thank you Jack of all...  Spadesread more


[image: Tom Hughes]
Tom Hughes11:59 29 Nov 21
Jack of Spades recently supplied a Blackjack table, a Roulette wheel and two dealers for a Casino night at our home....  The tables were immaculate, and delivered on time - the dealers were professional, helpful and fun. Special "thank you" to Carrie, Dan and Jack for helping to make our night a big success!read more


[image: John van Teunenbroek]
John van Teunenbroek19:01 08 Nov 21
I had a Casino night for a small group (14 people) to celebrate my wife's birthday. Carrie was very easy to work with...  and was readily available to answer any questions I had. It was a 1 stop shop for everything I needed to put on our event. The dealers that came with the booking were fantastic and really added to the enjoyment of the evening. I would highly recommend.read more


[image: Cee K]
Cee K12:14 02 Nov 21
Great experience!!! Effective communication and very accommodating.  Would definitely recommend.  Thank you Carrie!!


[image: Jasna Simanovic]
Jasna Simanovic12:19 30 Sep 21
Carrie is awesome to deal with and very accommodating. The night on my fiancee's stag she even drove out some extra...  roulette chips to us.read more


[image: Irfan Lalji]
Irfan Lalji16:22 25 Aug 21
Have nothing but great things to say about Carrie and her team at Jack of all Spades.  From the time I reached out...  initially she was super responsive and accommodating.  She was punctual with delivery and pickup and was extremely professional and personable.  Very easy to work with.  The casino tables we rented were great quality and were a lot of fun.  We had a mix of beginners and experienced players but Vince and his team of dealers were patient, professional and really made the night a lot of fun for the whole group.  They made sure everyone was involved and having a good time.  Would not hesitate to use Jack of all Spades again.  Highly recommend them.read more


[image: Melinda Pettit]
Melinda Pettit13:37 24 Aug 21
Carrie was a pleasure to work with. She was quick to reply, price was amazingly good, and the product itself was a hit!...  I would absolutely recommend Jack of all Spades for your party needs. Awesome service, thanks Carrie!read more


[image: Kim Macdonald]
Kim Macdonald18:39 08 Feb 21
We needed something covid friendly for our fundraising event ! Thank you ! Ease of booking, pick up and drop off all...  contributed to a great event for us. Thank you Jack of All spades. Will definitely use again and recommend to others !read more


[image: Dana Selman]
Dana Selman14:46 28 Sep 20
Jack of all Spades was a pleasure to work with.  We ran a Casino Style event on our Golf course, and Carrie and her...  team were professional from planning to ececution.Dealers were polished, and the games are good looking.We will rebook for next year.Highly recommend!!read more


[image: Michael Fidler]
Michael Fidler23:37 22 Mar 20
Great communication! Carrie worked with our schedule to pick up and drop off and gave us some tips for success at the...  games! The games were a huge hit and we would recommend Jack of all Spades to anyone needing games or supplies for an event.read more


[image: calypsorider .]
calypsorider .20:35 10 Feb 20
This was my first time renting casino games for our annual Gala and Carrie made it very easy.She answered all my...  questions promptly and was extremely helpful.The tables looked fantastic and the dealers were super friendly.Delivery and tear down was quick and painless and in the time window that they said they would be there. Carrie and her husband were lovely to deal with, very friendly.The event was a huge success!Thank you Jack of all Spades, you will be seeing us again!read more


[image: Aris Z]
Aris Z19:20 10 Feb 20
Actually very impressed with Carrie, her quick replies and willingness to go above and beyond. I got stuck last minute...  without a way of picking up the games I rented and thought I was SOL. Carrie set up a last second delivery for me 3 cities away in a snow storm and made it happen. Would recommend and will be calling again.read more


[image: Samantha Mroczek]
Samantha Mroczek21:56 27 Jan 20
We were very happy with our rentals and games. Carrie was very accommodating and easy to work with in terms of response...  and setup/tear down. She answered all of our questions promptly and provided us with information and suggestions to help us choose what worked best.The dealers were friendly and helpful, and I really appreciated that they took the time to teach and help those guests who did not know how to play the games!Thank you!read more


[image: Debbie Turner]
Debbie Turner14:49 18 Dec 19
Jack of all Spades had everything we were looking for and more!! Carrie was informative and easy to work with. Their...  online booking is well laid out and helpful to suggest additional items I had not thought of. Tables were in excellent condition. Our basement was truly turned into a casino! I would highly recommend Jack of all Spades.read more


[image: Luke Petruzzella]
Luke Petruzzella00:37 19 Nov 19
Jack of all Spades helped make our stag and doe a great success. We rented plinko, crown and anchor, and the golf...  putting mat and made good money on all the games.Carrie was very helpful and the formatting of the website is extremely helpful and really answers any questions you would have.Thanks again Carrie!read more


[image: Christie M]
Christie M19:46 23 Oct 19
We ordered the large Plinko board for our customer appreciation event. The Jack of All Spades team provided excellent...  service in setting up the order and arranging delivery and pick-up. They were also very responsive in their communications which was really helpful as our event date shifted a couple times. Our customers loved the Plinko game and it created a lot of excitement at our event.read more


[image: Callie Stirling]
Callie Stirling02:38 15 Oct 19
I cannot say enough good things! I used Carries service for my husband's bday party and my goal was for everyone to be...  able to gamble and have fun. We ALL had an amazing time! Carrie and her husband set up everything for us and the team she used for dealing we're awesome! Definitely would recommend them!read more


[image: ROB Rapiti]
ROB Rapiti22:18 09 Oct 19
I decided that a bouncy castle just wouldn't cut it for my son's 8th birthday party, so I went out of the box and...  rented a jail from Carrie. Despite my frantic schedule, she was easily able to accommodate me, drop it off, assemble it and then pick it up when we were finished. The customer service is unparalleled, which is what you want with the rental company.read more


[image: Nicole Braam]
Nicole Braam18:02 09 Oct 19
We rented a Plinko game for our tradeshow booth and it was a hit! Carrie was wonderful to work with - made the process...  very easy and was personable and courteous the whole way through.  Would recommend!read more


[image: Kim Wall]
Kim Wall08:49 20 Aug 19
Great price and very accommodating. I wish this company was a bit closer to us but overall I would use them again as it...  made our event a success. Thank you Carrie for taking the time out to accommodate us during this weekend.read more


[image: Kerry Cooper]
Kerry Cooper16:46 29 Jul 19
I rented the Jail, it is definitely a money maker, people love to punish! The jail is large and fits a good 10 people...  in it at once. You will need a large truck to pick this up in as it is a large piece. The owner was tremendously helpful, made it easy to do a security deposit, book/schedule at time for pick up and drop off, make the payment etc. I do find there are too many emails that get sent but I was able to go around them and just deal with Carrie (owner) to get what I needed done as it can be overwhelming reading and receiving automated messages. Thanks again for making our night a success!read more


[image: Joshua Dos Santos]
Joshua Dos Santos16:25 16 Jul 19
Our stag and doe was a huge success! Big thanks to Carrie at Jack of All Spades for accommodating my multiple requests!...  Excellent customer service! The Jail & Bail was a huge success! Definitely recommend their services!!!read more


[image: Michelle Martucci]
Michelle Martucci18:32 08 Jul 19
Excellent service and games!  The owner even helped us add another code to one of the games half way through the night...  to raffle off another prize.  Friendly and super helpful from start to finish.  Very prompt responding to emails as well!  Thank you Carrie for everything and making our night a success!read more


[image: Nick Pirbus]
Nick Pirbus00:16 04 Jul 19
We rented a wheel from Jack of all Spades for our stag and doe and the service was fantastic. Very well organized for...  pick up and drop off, good quality product, great tips on the website for running the game and great friendly service. Definitely use Jack of All Spades for your game rental needsread more


[image: Harry Douglas]
Harry Douglas14:43 29 Jun 19
We rented the locked door with codes and it was a success.  You need to have a great prize to entice guests with a...  great operator. The door generates a lot of conversation as it stands out.  The owner of the company is very accommodating and well organized.  With the experience combined with a large amount of units to help your event be a success i highly recommend choosing Jack of all Spades.read more


[image: Valentina Sacco]
Valentina Sacco22:55 24 Jun 19
I received a 10 star experience but was forced to give 5! Carrie was truly amazing. She made sure I had my order...  fulfilled and even allowed me to pick up the 6,000 poker chips and Crowns and Anchor game ahead of time! She was very quick at getting back to me and the games were well organized, easy to use, and in great condition. My fund raiser was an incredible success thanks to Carrie and her business! I will be seeing you for my next event!read more


[image: Amanda Decker]
Amanda Decker18:55 24 Jun 19
The entire process was so simple, from inquiring to purchasing, picking up and dropping off. Thank you making it easy!...  The best thing was the games came with signs!!read more


[image: Laura Asher]
Laura Asher21:18 19 Jun 19
Very quick to respond to and lovely to work with.  We have rented from them twice before and will be renting again this...  fall.  Thanks for your great customer service.  Lauraread more


[image: Damian Orzel]
Damian Orzel20:36 14 May 19
Everything we rented from Carrie at Jack of All Spades was perfect and was a big part of why our Stag & Doe was a huge...  success. You cannot go wrong renting items from Jack of all Spades. Easy pick-up and drop-off process, and everything you'd need is offered.read more


[image: Colette Mcgrath]
Colette Mcgrath11:27 08 May 19
Perfect shop for our stag and Coe needs!  They had a great range of games to choose from plus we bought our tickets...  there.    Friendly and organized! Great serviceread more


[image: Jeff & Victoria DeGordick]
Jeff & Victoria DeGordick17:28 01 May 19
We just wanted to take a moment review how amazing the games worked out at our Stag & Doe! We heard a ton of guests...  talk about the wide variety and how much fun they were.Thank you so much for renting them to us, we will certainly be recommending you to our friends!read more


[image: Brittany Arsenault]
Brittany Arsenault16:30 01 May 19
I had a great experience renting from Jack of All Spades. Carrie the owner was very easy to work with. Quick to respond...  to emails, accommodating, and pleasant. The games we rented were all our most popular and lucrative of the night. The rentals very much simplified things for our Stag and Doe. Would highly recommend.read more


[image: Wendy Plata]
Wendy Plata15:31 17 Apr 19
products were amazing! pick up and delivery were easy and organized. We appreciated Carrie, her assistance with quality...  games, helped to make  our stag and doe a great success!!  definitely recommend Jack of all Spades!read more


[image: tia blake]
tia blake02:30 17 Apr 19
Carrie was wonderful. the whole process was seamless. affordable, easy to grab the games we wanted, pick up and...  delivery was so organized. 20/10 in all areasread more


[image: Brittany Martino]
Brittany Martino01:49 17 Apr 19
Carrie is wonderful. She's very helpful, always answering questions or concerns.I would definitely use her games...  again, although I'm not planning on getting married twice ?read more


[image: Jay Sands]
Jay Sands22:48 09 Apr 19
I would absolutely recommend Carrie and Jack of all spades ! I rented 3 games from her for my stag and doe and the...  games were a big hit. I really liked that you could chose from 3 different size plinko boards when ordering game rentals. The process to book, pick up, and drop off the game rentals was so easy. The tips on the website on how to run the games, and make the most profit from the games was incredibly helpful and not something i found anywhere else. A few people at my stag and doe commented they will be using this company as well for their stag!!read more


[image: Sabrina Rocha]
Sabrina Rocha19:56 24 Mar 19
Received a discount during Black Friday for items for our Stag and Doe. Carrie was very receptive, and answered...  questions promptly. Website layout was super helpful in comparison to other companies, as this one explains how to run games and gives you various suggestions. That really helped our decision with whom we wanted to rent from. The website has a lot of super helpful tips in order to run a successful event. Friendly service, and flexibility really made us feel comfortable working with them.read more


[image: d filo]
d filo17:11 20 Mar 19
Would highly recommend jack of all spades! Super easy to book and pickup/drop off and make appointments. Carrie has a...  huge selection of games and they’re great quality—really worth it for our stag and doe!read more


[image: Jen Robert]
Jen Robert13:16 15 Mar 19
My fiancé and I recently rented the Jail from Jack of all Spades for our stag and doe. We had such a great experience...  with them, the Jail was very easy to step up and pick up and drop off was very easy to arrange with them! I will definitely refer them to all our friends and family!!read more


[image: Dilly Monster]
Dilly Monster02:32 07 Mar 19
Rented a Jail off Carrie from Jack of all Spades and it was a HIT! Super easy to setup and pickup/drop off was easy to...  schedule. Very professional and would highly recommend for any of their rentals!!read more


[image: Allison Green]
Allison Green17:32 11 Dec 18
Quality tables and service. Great communication. They did a office Christmas Party and everyone had a great time!...  Highly recommend Carrie and her team. I would book them again.read more
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Grimsby, ON L3M 4E8
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Jack of all Spades is up for Sale!  Know anybody looking to invest in a lucrative Side Hustle? CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFO! Dismiss
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